On Cultural-centered Graphical Passwords: Leveraging on Users’ Cultural Experiences for Improving Password Memorability
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ABSTRACT
Adaptive user authentication policies are moving in the center of attention lately aiming to assist users in creating memorable and secure passwords. Focusing on graphical user authentication, state-of-the-art research has provided evidence that image-related attributes affect password memorability and security. Nonetheless, the effects of users’ contemporary cultural-related memories towards password memorability and security have not been investigated so far, although it is known that user authentication is a cross-cultural task. Aiming to shed light on whether such effects exist, we conducted a study in which users created a graphical password with a contemporary culture-intensive vs. a culture-neutral image. Results indicate that image content related to one’s cultural-related memories affects the interaction behavior during password composition, and consequently password memorability. Findings point towards a promising new direction for considering human contemporary cultural memories in the design of adaptive password policies to increase memorability and preserve security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
User authentication tasks are becoming important from a cultural-centered point of view since these tasks are performed daily by millions of users across diverse cultures which share distinct characteristics and behaviors. Evidence has shown that users across various cultures exhibit different behaviors in security systems [1-7], underpinning the added value of cultural-centered adaptive security systems.

Graphical user authentication (GUA) schemes, which ask users to complete an image-based task to login, are increasingly being adopted by researchers and practitioners as they leverage on new interaction design capabilities and adapt to nowadays mobile and immersive user interaction realms [8-10]. Many GUA schemes have been proposed (see [11] for a review) which either require users to sketch a secret pattern on the screen [12], select various positions on a background picture [13], or select pictures on a grid [14, 15].

Two important quality dimensions of an effective GUA scheme are related to its security and usability aspects. The security level of a graphical password determines its strength against adversary attacks, whereas usability levels are commonly determined by memorability of selected passwords [11]. A cornerstone factor that influences both the security and usability of graphical passwords is the background image(s) used [16].
From the security perspective, studies have shown that the selection of images can be predictable since studies have shown that users prefer clear vs. incoherent images [16], and choose images that illustrate people [17, 18], sceneries [17], comics [17]. Furthermore, user choices are influenced by human attributes in an image (e.g., race, age, gender [19]), image colors and type [20]. From the usability perspective studies have shown that the background image attributes of a graphical password have an effect on memorability such as image type (e.g., faces vs. abstract images) [15], image properties (e.g., color, shape) [20], image distortion [21, 22], and interference [23]. Finally, the complexity of a background image (i.e., how many attention points it entails) affects password strength and memorability [24-26]. A recent work in [27, 28] revealed that users with different human cognitive attributes follow different patterns of visual behavior and make different selections on images which affect the strength and memorability of graphical passwords.

**Research Motivation.** The aforementioned research works have provided evidence that several image-related attributes affect memorability and security of selected passwords. However, despite the fact that GUA is a globalized and a cross-cultural task in nearly every interactive system worldwide, cultural-centered studies and design issues have not been incorporated in state-of-the-art GUA policies for the benefits of the end-users. In this context, our work focuses on whether, how and why certain images related to the contemporary cultural-related memories of users (e.g., societal habits like going to a coffee shop, going to concerts, etc.) will positively affect the time spent to create a password and subsequently memorability. Doing so, can assist service providers to deliver “best-fit” pictures in GUA schemes by considering intrinsic relationships among users’ inter- and intra-cultural differences towards memorability, aiming to drive the design of cultural-centered adaptive user authentication policies.

2 **METHOD OF STUDY**

2.1 **Null Hypotheses**

*H₀₁.* There is no significant difference in graphical password creation time among users that utilize contemporary culture-intensive images vs. culture-neutral images;

*H₀₂.* There is no significant difference in memorability of the user-selected graphical password between users that utilize contemporary culture-intensive images vs. culture-neutral images;

*H₀₃.* There is no correlation between the time to create a graphical password and memorability for users that utilize contemporary culture-intensive images vs. culture-neutral images;

*H₀₄.* There is no significant difference in graphical password strength between users that utilize contemporary culture-intensive images vs. culture-neutral images.

2.2 **Procedure**

We developed a Web-based GUA scheme, similar to Windows™ Picture Gesture Authentication (PGA) [29] in which users draw three gestures (taps, lines and circles) on a background image to create a graphical password. To increase ecological validity, we applied the GUA task within an existing real-life service. To keep the authentication task a secondary task, users were asked to comment on a blog that first required them to login.

The study was split in two phases. In Phase A (Day 1), participants were introduced to the GUA scheme, completed a questionnaire on demographics and then created and confirmed their graphical password. Users were required to create three gestures on the image which was used as their secret graphical password. Half of the participants received a contemporary

---

1 We refer to culture-intensive images as images that are relevant to the study participants’ own culture (i.e., Greek), and to culture-neutral images as images that are not relevant to the study participants’ own culture (i.e., China).
Password Creation Time Differences. To investigate $H_{01}$, we ran a Welch t-test since the assumption of homogeneity of variances was violated, as assessed by Levene’s test for equality of variances ($p=.009$). The analysis determined if there were differences in the total time spent to create a graphical password between users that utilized the contemporary culture-intensive image vs. those that utilized the culture-neutral image. Creation times for each level of image type were normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test ($p>.05$). Users with the culture-intensive image spent more time to create their graphical password ($50.1 \pm 23.79$) than users with the culture-neutral image ($38.06 \pm 9.05$), a statistically significant difference of 12.03 (95% CI, 955.67 to 23.12), $t(29.882)=2.219$, $p=.034$.

Memorability Differences. The maximum memory time that someone could achieve was approximately 336 hours (14 days x 24 hours). To investigate $H_{02}$, we ran an independent-samples t-test to determine if there were differences in memory time between users that utilized the contemporary culture-intensive image vs. those that utilized the culture-neutral image. Memory time for each level of user group was not normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test ($p>.05$). Since the sample sizes in each group are equal, the independent-samples t-test is considered robust under these circumstances. The assumption of homogeneity of variances was violated, as assessed by Levene’s test for equality of variances ($p=.009$). Memory time was significantly longer for culture-intensive users ($292.08 \pm 27.4$) than culture-neutral users ($265.4 \pm 40.96$), a statistically significant difference of 26.68 (95% CI, 8.7 to 44.66), $t(50.42)=2.98$, $p=.004$.

As an additional measure of memorability, we recorded the number of password resets per participant. The median number of resets for the culture-intensive group was 0, since most participants did not reset their password, while for the culture-neutral group, the median was 1. A Mann-Whitney U test revealed that the number of resets for the culture-intensive group (6 resets; $mean\ rank=36.27$) was significantly less than the culture-neutral group (16 resets; $mean\ rank=25.9$), $U=307$, $z=-2.740$, $p=.006$.

To investigate $H_{03}$, we ran a Spearman’s rank-order correlation to assess the relationship between the time spent to create a graphical password and memorability for both user groups. The analysis showed that there was a positive correlation between time spent to create the password and memorability, $rs(61)=-.536$, $p<.001$.

Password Strength Differences. To investigate $H_{04}$, we ran an independent-samples t-test, with the user group (culture-intensive vs. culture-neutral) as the independent variable, and the number of guesses needed to crack the password as the dependent variable. The analysis revealed that password strength between the two user groups was not significantly different ($t(55.66)=-.266$, $p=.791$); images of the culture-intensive group required 315.08 ± 12.2 million guesses to crack, while images of the culture-neutral group required 324.53 ± 15.2 million guesses to crack.

2.3 Study Variables

Password Creation Time: password creation time was measured from page load (after training) until the user successfully created the graphical password, for attempts that were completed at first trial;

Memorability: we used two metrics as a measure of memorability (following the approach in [35]): i) memory time which is the greatest length of time between a password creation and a successful password login using the same graphical password; and ii) number of password resets;

Password Strength: we adopted password guessability, a widely used metric for measuring password strength [18, 30]. Following existing approaches in [27, 36, 18, 30], we performed a brute-force attack starting from the segments covering the attention points, then checked the neighboring segments, and finally checked the rest of the segments. The final number of guesses represents the graphical password strength.

2.4 Participants

A total of 61 individuals (18 females) were recruited, ranging in age from 20 to 23 ($m=21.13$; $sd=1.43$). Participants are Greek Cypriots living in Nicosia, Cyprus. Participants were split evenly in two groups. The image type (contemporary culture-intensive vs. culture-neutral) was randomly varied across all users. To increase internal validity, we recruited individuals with no prior experience with PGA, and participants that had spent the last 5 years in Greek societies; hence we assumed that they would have had experience with Greek regional coffee shops’ culture.

2.5 Analysis of Results

In the analyses that follow, data are mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise stated. There were no significant outliers in the data. Figure 2 depicts a summary of all results.
3 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The results of the study suggest interdependencies between contemporary socio-cultural user memories, the time to create the password and memorability. Hence, it is possible to encourage users towards creating more memorable passwords by providing “best-fit” background images in the graphical password to better process the visual information, and thus trigger deeper information processing and recall. Correlation analyses further indicate that time spent to create the password was positively correlated with memorability, while security analyses showed no significant differences between the groups.

Considering that cultural characteristics (e.g., societal habits, popular culture, etc.) can be assessed easily through explicit user data collection methods (e.g., during user enrolment), studies like the reported one could drive the design of cultural-centered adaptive and personalized GUA policies and schemes. Building on our current work [27, 37, 39, 40], which addresses an optimization problem of assigning “best-fit” user authentication mechanisms based on security and usability attributes, the main results of this work could be transformed into specific context-based recommendation rules and be further applied in a procedure for recommending a specific GUA background image type by considering the users’ cultural background.

Like structure-based adaptive policies [38], cultural-based adaptive policies could be considered for helping users who share common cultural characteristics to create more memorable graphical passwords. Simple rule-based mechanisms could be elaborated to serve images related to one’s cultural attributes aiming to increase memorability. More sophisticated adaptive policies that would automatically evolve over time by taking advantage of the common behavioral patterns of users sharing a common cultural background (e.g., societal habits, nationality) could be based on collaborative filtering mechanisms. These would suggest images that have been successfully used by existing users (in terms of memorability and security) that share common cultural attributes.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper reports results of a two-week user study that aimed to investigate whether memorability of graphical passwords can be increased through the delivery of contemporary culture-intensive images during password composition. Findings provide evidence about the value of considering image context at the intersection of the user’s contemporary culture as an important personalization factor which indicates that improves memorability, while it simultaneously preserves security.

Limitations of the study relate to the selection of two specific background images. Although users tend to choose certain images [26], we have selected two representative images of the most widely used image categories (people [17, 25], scenery [25, 30]). Another limitation relates to the fact that participants belonged to the same culture. Nonetheless, to increase internal validity we recruited participants with the same age, contemporary culture, experiences, etc. to investigate how they interact with a contemporary culture-intensive vs. a culture-neutral image in relation to their own culture.

Future work entails conducting inter-cultural studies (e.g., Eastern vs. Western cultures), studying the interdependency between users’ collective past memories and popular culture, and investigating the influence of other cultural differences on GUA memorability and security, such as cognitive differences (holistic vs. analytic) [41, 42], visual behavior [43], etc. Given the global and multi-cultural character of user authentication today, we are optimistic that building cultural-centered adaptive GUA policies and schemes could provide a promising new perspective in GUA research to increase memorability and preserve security.
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